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It was not our plan , ……………………………

Divya was washing her car , ……………………………
I hope you are happy now , ………………………………

I do not like dancing , ………………………….

Mr. Bhutt :-  ………………………………....  Take me to a doctor.
All Teachers :-  ……………………………… with you. ……………. go to the doctor.

We were not at home yesterday , …………………….

Teacher-2 :- ……………………………. You must take some medicine.

Red Rose ,

Blue

We planned to pick up a sari , ……………………..

Black Crow ,

I liked dancing , ……………………………….

Divya was not taking food , …………………………….
Punkaj does not like singing , …………………………..
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Read the Example and complete the Sentences.

Yes,they do.Vijay and Vibha like singing, don't they ?

White Milk ,

Write Five -Five spellings of the objects relating colour.One-one example is given in the table.

You keep Punjabi dresses , ……………………..

Ink ,

Complete the Dialogue using the clues given in the bracket.

 [ Let's , I don't think so , Thanks , Yes,that may be but , That's a good point ,

[ Wonderful , Bravo , Congrats , Well done , Superb ]
You stood first in the class.Your friends will say, ''………………………… ''

Yellow banana ,

I think that's a good idea , We entirely agree , Oh yes!You are right

All Teachers :- We hope that you are all right , Mr. Bhutt.
Mr. Bhutt :-  ……………  I am ok now.
Teacher-1 :- I think you should take lemon juice.you will feel better.

Teacher-3 :- Why don't you take a rest for a while ?
Mr. Bhutt :-  ……………………………...  I need rest.
Teacher-4 :- Listen,Mr.Bhutt,You must get your blood pressure checked.
Mr.Bhutt :- ……………………………. I have an instrument for it at home.
Teacher-5 :- …………………………. Mr.Bhutt,you should go to a doctor.

You paid your poor friend's fee. Your teacher will say, '' …………………………..''

You helped the police to catch the thief. The police will say, ''………………………''
You drew the nice picture. Your sister will say, '' ……………………………..''
You won the match. You will say, '' …………………………….''

Complete the blanks using the clues given in the bracket.
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Did Vandevi give back Babool's real leaves ?

Where was a Babool tree ?

' You look very upset.''

When did the Babool tree really become happy and contented ?

What was Babool's last request to Vandevi ?

' I think you have excellent leaves.''
' Where are your golden leaves ? ''

' We are very hungry.We will eat them all.''
' I'll sell the leaves and buy things for my family.''

' But I should be good-looking,too.''
' Sorry,but I feel that it may be risky.''

' Your leaves are very tender and tasty. ''
' Now I have learnt a lesson. ''

How did the Babool's leaves turn into glass leaves ?

WHO listenedWHO said
' Alright,as you wish. ''

What did the Babool tree have ?

What will you ask for if Vandevi comes to you ?

Answer the following Questions.

The Babool's happiness did not last long with golden leaves because…..

How was the Babool tree different from the other trees ?

The Babool tree wished three kind of leaves .List them.

The Babool tree looked attractive / ugly without the leaves.
' I don't want golden leaves,glass leaves or soft / hard leaves '' , said Babool tree.
' Now,I must have smooth green leaves. Only then I'll be discontented / contented.'' 

Write WHO said and WHO listened.
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Draw round on the correct option.

vandevi granted the wish and disappeared / appeared .
The babool tree disliked / liked its leaves.
The people came and started planting / plucking all the golden leaves.
A man said, '' I'll buy / sell  the leaves and sell / buy things for my family .''
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Other Uses

Medical Use

Picture of the Plant / 
tree

Size of the Leaves

Name of the Fruit
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Colour of the Plant / 
Tree

Name of the Plant / 
tree
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Complete The Project Work.
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